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Joe Swinger was born in Chicago, IL and has been interested in the topic of human potential ever since he 
was an elementary school student who would stare out his classroom window and wonder what great 
things waited for him outside those four walls. Joe has since gone on a lifelong search for Purpose and 
authenticity from those humble beginnings.  After overcoming a dysfunctional and abusive childhood -- as 
well as flunking out of college -- Joe landed on the beaches of Los Angeles, CA broke and homeless. It 
was here that Joe began his search in earnest to discover what motivates some people to succeed while 
others fail -- and how one finally discovers their true Purpose in life. He began his journey as a screenwriter 
-- writing several acclaimed screenplays -- and as a leader in retail management. Joe eventually received 
his BA in Psychology from one of the most prestigious universities in the world, the University of California, 
Los Angeles. He went on to attain a MA in Psychology from Pepperdine University in Malibu, CA, as well 
as a MBA degree in Marketing from Westminster College in Salt Lake City, UT. 
 

 

Joe is currently Director of Wisdom Communications, where he serves as a business speaker & coach, as 
well as facilitator of his B.O.S.S. (Beans of Success System) workshops. He began his retail leadership 
career as a self-described "manager from hell" in his early days, continually putting his results ahead of his 
people.  With rising employee turnover and falling morale, he had to find a better way to lead and became 
a pioneer in the servant-leader movement, crediting it for the amazing turnaround in his career.  Joe's story 
on how he changed as a leader became the acclaimed book Beans of Wisdom. Joe has now developed 
hundreds of successful business leaders while achieving extraordinary results for multiple Fortune 500 
companies, including Circuit City, Best Buy and Home Depot. He has routinely received accolades for his 
extraordinary people development, sales & marketing excellence, and impeccable customer service. Joe's 
secret is believing in and inspiring others to believe that they can accomplish greater things in life than they 
ever thought possible. He is also the author of Leave Your Nose Ring at Home and the leading authority on 
interviewing from the inside out. 

 

Joe began his speaking career leading thousands of retail sales training meetings, and eventually moved 
into leadership development workshops and seminars. Intrigued by the wide disparity in results from 
attendees at the same events, Joe began to explore exactly what it was that motivated and inspired one 
person to greatly succeed while another would not. This led him to develop his transformational principles, 
which he now presents in his books and workshops. Joe facilitates his B.O.S.S. workshops based on his 
book Beans of Wisdom, as well as on hiring the right employee, conflict resolution, and embracing change.  
Joe has also presented commencement & keynote speeches, as well as participated on panels in the 
career industry. 
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Embracing change in a turbulent world • Living the authentic life • Creating your future • Writing an 
original screenplay • Becoming a non-fiction author • Having the relationship of your dreams • 
Discovering the seven traits that almost guarantee your success and that of others • How to identify your 
uniqueness in order to change lives in the workplace • How to eliminate poverty thinking and learn how 
your inner abundance is waiting to inspire others • How to inflame your hidden passion that will cause 
you to become an unstoppable leader • Why mixing your true Purpose with Perseverance is the key to 
real change • Eradicate dysfunctional teams forever by giving permission to allow others to succeed • 
Annihilate HR issues and build a world class team by embracing Tolerance of differences • The 
importance of humility and how it is the road map to becoming an authentic leader • How to infuse your 
team with Love & Compassion, the only things that matter to the children • Learn to speak the inner 
language of your team and cause your desired results to explode • Get the treasure map that will lead 
you to talent that will have you salivating • Learn to identify the Blue-Chip recruits the way a 
championship college football team does • Discover the three traits that almost guarantee an employee's 
success • Why employee turnover is the best thing for your business • The importance of the interview's 
first 90 seconds in your "buying" decision • How the resume is nothing more than a historical, treasure 
map to riches • Deciphering the interview questions that will have you "walking the plank" • Sales & 
marketing • Retail business sales & operations • Leadership • Self help • Parenting • Relationships • 
Human resources & training • Creating video presentations that sizzle • Sales promotional video trailers 
 

 

Beans of Wisdom: Living the life you desire and were meant to live • High Definition: Achieving 
relationship results in a turbulent world • Indecent Exposure: Seductive strategies that generate obscene 
results • Leave Your Nose Ring at Home: Interviewing from the inside out • Inspirational Leadership: It's 
not about the title • Live with Wisdom: Discover & unleash the greatness hiding within your team • 
Treasure Hunters Wanted: Finding & hiring the gold standard employees that will impact your business 
 

 

American Society of Training & Development (ASTD) USA, New Mexico -- Board of Directors 
 

 

• American Society of Training & Development, New Mexico (ASTDNM) - Board of Directors, Vice- 

  President of Marketing  

• Make-A-Wish Foundation of New Mexico - Board of Directors, Past Secretary 
 

 

• Beans of Wisdom: 7 Gifts for Great Leadership in Business and Life -- April 2013 -- LID Publishing 

• Leave Your Nose Ring at Home: Get the Job You Want by Creating a Powerful First Impression -- 
  June 2006 -- Career Press 
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